
Part 3 Reverberation 
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In recordings of music, and especially film, we need to add 
some wall reflections to create a sense of being in a 
physical place. In a classical concert hall, sounds may 
bounce around for 3 seconds. In a gymnasium for 4 or 5 
sec. In a restaurant perhaps 1.5 sec. In a classroom 1.1 
sec or so. The manner in which sound comes back to you 
in a particular space helps define that space in your mind.  

Take a couple minutes to walk around your home or dorm, 
and test the acoustics of different rooms, and notice how 
sound behaves. It is best to do this with a quick sharp 
sound, like a hand slap. Listen for 1) distinct little quick 
echoes, 2) longer smooth sounds. Step outside and try it in 
the street. You will find locations where 3) echoes take 
longer to get back to you. (it is moving 1130 feet per second) 

Describing Sound in a Space 
•  Direct Sound – travels in a straight line from the source to 

the ear with no bounce 
•  First Reflections – bounces once quickly from the walls 

and/or ceiling and/or floor to the ear 
–  Usually arrive at ear within 50 ms (.050 sec) of the direct sound 

•  Echo – intact copies of the direct sound that arrive at 
intervals. 
–  Obvious in  a very big room or a canyon. Might take multiple seconds 
–  Flutter echoes are quick and sound almost like a buzz 

•  Reverberation or “Reverb”– sound that keeps bouncing 
and diffusing and breaking up into small bits that blend 
together smoothly 
–  From 50 ms to many seconds 
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Typical Reverberation Envelope 
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•  Reverb time – how many ms before the reverb 
tail ends?  
–  The more reflective the walls, the longer the reverb 

time 
•  Delay or “pre-delay” – how many ms between 

the direct sound, and the arrival of the first room 
reflections?  
–  the bigger the room, the longer the pre-delay 

•  Flutter echo – rapid fire echos that sound like a 
buzz  
–  caused by close parallel reflective walls 

•  First reflections within 35ms are often 
perceived as part of the direct sound. 
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A Typical Software Reverb “Effect” 
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